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International Gemological InstituteTypeGemological Institute (Laboratory)Founded1975HeadquartersAntwerp, BelgiumNumber of locationsNew York City, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Bangkok, Tokyo, Dubai, Tel Aviv, Los Angeles, Kolkata, New Delhi, Surat, Chennai, Thrissur, Ahmedabad,
Shanghai, Cavalese, Ahmedabad and HyderabadDivisionsnomi International Gemological Institute (IGI) is a certification organization for diamonds. HEADquartered in Antwerp, IGI has offices in New York City, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Bangkok, Tokyo, Dubai, Tel Aviv, Toronto, Los Angeles,
Kolkata, New Delhi, Surat, Chennai, Thrissur, Ahmedabad, Shanghai and Cavalese. IgI was founded in 1975 and is the largest independent gemological laboratory in the world. [1] It also operates schools of gemology in several locations around the world. Operations IGI employs more than
650 geologists, experts and professional office staff. The International Gemological Institute has been at the forefront of technology since its foundation in 1975. This feature can be seen in the actions igI has recently taken to create an online data retrieval program and its registration and
recovery service. [2] The IGI also perfects methods to reliably distinguish between synthetic and natural diamonds. [Quote Required] IGI provides its services to the public through diamond dealers and jewelry manufacturers. IgI provides independent grading reports, colored stone reports,
identification and assessment reports, diamond authentication and proof of origin, and laser inscriptions. They also offer diamond and coloured stone courses through the IgI Schools of Gemology. The IGI school was the first to take the practical Rough Diamond course. [3] Graduates of the
IGI School of Geology receive an IGI diploma. The Toronto site will be closed. [when?] [Quote Required] Market position IGI is the largest laboratory for the certification of diamonds and fine jewelry. [4] IGI has the only international certification laboratory controlled by a central governing
body that adheres to an internationally recognised diamond evaluation system. [Quote Required] IGI is International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001: 2000 certified in four countries, including the United States, Canada, India and the United Arab Emirates. [Quote Required]
Recently, IGI was the first gemstone lab to work with the Tanzanite Foundation to distribute jewelry certificates with the Tanzanite Quality Scale, developed by the Tanzanite Foundation in collaboration with IGI. [5] An estimated 11 percent of all diamonds purchased by Indian consumers
come from IGI suppliers in Kolkata. [Quote Expansion In March 2007, IGI collaborated with the Tanzanite Foundation to create a globally acceptable grading scale, the Tanzanite Quality Scale (TQS), for the popular gem called discovered in Tanzania in the 1960s and is rapidly becoming a
world-renowned jewel. [6] In April 2010, IGI opened its laboratory in Surat, India. This is IGI's fifth diamond grading laboratory in India. [7] References: Roe, Rebecca (December 2007). Spotlight on International Gemological Institute. Jewelers Inc. – IGI's online services offer a consumerfriendly approach to the formation and protection of diamonds and gemstones. Mid-America Jewelry News. October 2007. | access-date= requires |url= (help) Diamonds.net - IGI Offering Rough Diamond Course. 1996-09-06. * About IGI: JCK Online. JCK Online. Archived from the original
on 19.04.2008. Retrieved 2008-06-27. * Tanzanite Foundation, IGI Team Up on Grading. 22 March 2007. Archived from the original on 08.09.2008. * Jarrett, Diana (2 November 2007). Tanzanite Makes the Grade. Rapaport Diamond report. * Diamonds.net - IGI starts at the heart of the
diamond industry. 2010-04-15. More information UNNIKRISHNAN, C H (28 October 2005). IGI plans second test laboratory in New Delhi; International Gemological Institute (IGI) plans to establish its... Business Standard. Retrieved 2008-06-23. Four IGI labs are now ISO certified. Diamond
World News Service. Retrieved 2008-06-23. IGI Diamond Certification Lab Certified in Four Countries. The Israeli diamond industry. 2008-04-06. Archived from the original on 2012-02-10. Retrieved 2008-06-23. Simon, Bernard (27 June 2002). Add brand names to nameless stones.
Diamond New York Times. Retrieved 2008-06-24. International Gemological Institute. Europa Star. 1 April 2002. Retrieved 2008-06-24. National Jeweler Network. 3 June 2008. Archived from the original on 2008-06-29. Retrieved 2008-06-24. Product gallery. JCK's High-Volume Jeweler.
Retrieved 2008-06-24. [dead link] Jeff Miller (March 10, 2008). Botswana: IGI launches Polishing course. Rapaport News. Retrieved 2008-06-24. Tanzanite Foundation, IGI Team Up on Grading. Colored-stone.com March-April 2007. Retrieved 2008-06-26. External links Official website
Retrieved from the International Gemological Institute (IGI) is a diamond, color stone and jewelry certification organization. HEADquartered in Antwerp, IGI has offices in New York City, Hong Kong, Mumbai, Bangkok, Tokyo, Dubai, Tel Aviv, Toronto, Los Angeles, Kolkata, New Delhi, Surat,
Chennai, Thrissur, Ahmedabad, Shanghai and Cavalese. IgI was founded in 1975 and is the largest independent gemological laboratory in the world. [1] It also operates schools of gemology in several locations around the world. The IGI employs more than 650 geologists, experts and
professional office staff. The International Gemological Institute technology since its inception in 1975. This feature can be seen in the actions igI has recently taken to create an online data retrieval program and its registration and recovery service. [2] The IGI also perfects methods to
reliably distinguish between synthetic and natural diamonds. [Quote Required] IGI provides its services to the public through diamond dealers and jewelry manufacturers. IgI provides independent grading reports, colored stone reports, identification and assessment reports, diamond
authentication and proof of origin, and laser inscriptions. They also offer diamond and coloured stone courses through the IgI Schools of Gemology. The IGI school was the first to take the practical Rough Diamond course. [3] Graduates of the IGI School of Geology receive an IGI diploma.
The Toronto site will be closed. [when?] [Quote Required] Market position[edit] IGI is the largest laboratory for the certification of diamonds and fine jewelry. [4] IGI has the only international certification laboratory controlled by a central governing body that adheres to an internationally
recognised diamond evaluation system. [Quote Required] IGI is International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 9001: 2000 certified in four countries, including the United States, Canada, India and the United Arab Emirates. [Quote Required] Recently, IGI was the first gemstone lab to
work with the Tanzanite Foundation to distribute jewelry certificates with the Tanzanite Quality Scale, developed by the Tanzanite Foundation in collaboration with IGI. [5] An estimated 11 percent of all diamonds purchased by Indian consumers come from IGI suppliers in Kolkata. [Quote
Required] Expansion[edit] In March 2007, IGI collaborated with the Tanzanite Foundation to produce a globally acceptable grading scale, the Tanzanite Quality Scale (TQS), for the popular jewel called Tanzanite, which was discovered in Tanzania in the 1960s and is rapidly becoming a
world-renowned gem. [6] In April 2010, IGI opened its laboratory in Surat, India. This is IGI's fifth diamond grading laboratory in India. [7] References[edit] Further reading[edit] External Links[edit] MANHATTAN (CN) – A CEO of the International Gemological Institute took millions of dollars by
using the gemstone authenticator as his personal piggy bank, as a major shareholder claims in court. Vazon Investments sued the International Gemological Institute and its co-CEOs Roland Lorié and Jerry Ehrenwald in a derivative slicing complaint in New York County Supreme Court.
Lorié also holds 60 percent of vazon, Luxembourg company, which holds 50 percent of IGI. However, a Luxembourg court appointed a provisional director to temporarily administer Vazon for Lorié's alleged misconduct, as stated in 4 June. Shows. claims that Lorié's mismanagement was
extended to THE IGI, which he used as his personal piggy bank.
Ehrenwald told Courthouse News: My lawyers advise me not to comment. The lawsuit has no value.
The International Gemological Institute describes itself as the world's largest independent laboratory for diamond
testing and classification with 19 offices worldwide. Among other things, Lorié transferred and embezzled funds from the corporate accounts of one or more IgI group companies to its personal and third-party accounts and granted loans from one or more IgI group companies in favour of
the defendant Ehrenwald (who, together with Lorié, is one of the two IGI directors and owns 50 percent of his equity capital). Lorié even admitted stealing more than 7.1 million dollars from the IGI group, the complaint states. Lorié repaid the money but caused a rift with another OWNER
of IGI, Marc Brauner, who owns 40 percent of IGI shares, according to the complaint. Vazon claims Brauner discovered other suspicious transfers approved by Lorié. For example, at Lorié's behest, an IGI Dubai employee was paid to transfer USD 535,000 from IGI Dubai to his personal
account and then to a third party in the United States. There were also unexplained transfers of millions of dollars from IGI Dubai's accounts to Lorié's personal accounts, the lawsuit states. One or more loans were also granted to Ehrenwald for unknown reasons. For example, an amount
of USD 857,281 was transferred to Ehrenwald as a loan from THE IGI Dubai. However, Lorié later admitted that the loan was forged and that Ehrenwald had simply given the money. According to information and belief, this was a method of compensating Ehrenwald for his share of the
funds that he and Lorié wrongly diverted from the IGI. Vazon alleges that Brauner also found that 4 million dollars in royalties that should have been paid to IGI Antwerp were sent to IGI Dubai and paid to Lorié as consultancy fees. Vazon calls it part of a pattern of misconduct and
mismanagement by Lorié, who continues to pull assets out of the company. Vazon asked the court to appoint a temporary insolvency administrator for IGI and seeks punitive damages for breach of fiduciary duties, reckless misconduct, waste of company assets, unjust enrichment, abuse
of controls and other charges. Vazon is represented by Michael Elkin with Winston &amp; Strawn. Straw.
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